
DUEX MAX DS
14.1" external display

REF : MB-101-1007P06

EAN : 0850001446990

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

The new Duex Max DS 14-inch IPS screen is able to connect USB C and HDMI for widely compatibility with 14'' to 17''

laptops.The magnetic and sliding designs extend your view from laptop ergonomically, not necessarily swivel your heads too

much compared with desktop portable monitor. This laptop monitor extender is attached to your laptop as integrated

design, making it more portability.

STRENGTHS :

Lightweight Portable Monitor, Easy to Carry

Weighing only 1.8lbs and measuring just 0.60 inches in thickness, this portable laptop monitor is lightweight and

compact, making it effortless to carry in your bag or briefcase. It's ideal for business trips, vacations, or for those who

work remotely. Take your work on the go with this external monitor for laptop.

Plug-and-play, Multiple Use Modes

With this laptop screen extender monitor portable, you can say goodbye to complicated setups and messy cables.

Simply connect it to your laptop via USB Type-C/HDMI, and you're ready to go. No software or drivers are required.

You can adjust the screen to your liking and choose from multiple modes: attachment mode, rotated monitor,

portrait mode, horizontal mode and presentation mode.

Compatible with Multiple Devices and Systems



The second monitor for laptop is incredibly versatile and compatible with a wide range of devices and systems. It can

be used with laptops, phones, and switches, and is also compatible with Windows, Mac, and Android systems.

Whether you need an additional screen for work or entertainment, this device is the perfect solution.

CHARACTERISTICS :

Display Type : LCD monitor / TFT active matrix

Diagonal Size: 14.1"

Panel Type: IPS

Aspect Ratio: 16:9

Native Resolution Full HD: (1080p) 1920 x 1080 at 60 Hz

Brightness: 300 cd/m²

Contrast Ratio: 700:1

Features: Auto-rotation, Eye Care Mode

Dimensions: (WxDxH) 12.6 in x 0.6 in x 8.9 in

Weight: 28.78 oz

Connectivity:

Interfaces USB-C ¦ Mini HDMI

Miscellaneous:

Features Portrait / landscape mode, Samsung DeX, built-in kickstand, Presentation Mode, aluminum/plastic

enclosure

Power:

Power Consumption (Typical) 4.5 Watt

Software / System Requirements:

OS Required Apple MacOS, Microsoft Windows, Android, Google Chrome OS, Nintendo Switch


